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•- .. UNITED STATES 

C1 NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

WASHINGTON. D. C. 20555 

December 1977 

Docket No. PR-71, 73 (40FR23768) 

TO RECIPIENTS OF THE TRANSPORTATION 
FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT (NUREG-0170) 

Enclosed for your information is a final environmental statement dealing 

with the transportation of radioactive material by air and other modes.  

The document has been prepared in support of the Nuclear Regulatory 

Commission's advanced notice of rule making proceeding.published in the 

Federal Register on June 2, 1975 (40FR23768), a copy of which is enclosed 

for your use.  

Pursuant to the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 and the 

Commission's regulations in 10 CFR Part 51 "Licensing and Regulatory 

Policy and Procedures for Environmental Protection," the Commission's 

Office of Standards Development issued a draft environmental statement 

on Transportation in March, 1976. After consideration of the 28 letters 

of comment received from the public and from Federal, State and local 

agencies, a final environmental statement on the Transportation of 

Radioactive Material by Air and Other Modes has been issued and 

designated NUREG-0170.  

Taking into account the conclusions of the final environmental state

ment, public comments received on the proceeding, and other information, 

the Nuclear Regulatory Commission will consider the disposition of the 

rule making proceeding announced on June 2, 1975. Persons with views 

on the content or conclusions of the final environmental statement 

which may be helpful to the Commission in its deliberation should file 

such comments by March 15, 1978, with the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory 

Commission, Washington, D. C. 20555, Attention: Director, Office of 

Standards Development. If sufficient need for clarification of the 

final environmental statement becomes apparent, the Office of Standards 

Development will consider holding one or more public meetings for this 

purpose.  

Robert B. Minogue, D ector 
Office of Standards Development 

Enclosures: 
1. Advanced Notice of Rule Making 

Proceeding 
2. Final Environmental Statement
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SU?*MARY' AND CONC'LUSI'ONS 

This Final Environmental Statement was prepared by the 'staff of the Office of Standards 

Development of the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), Washington, D.C. 20555." Mr."" 

Donald R. Hopkins is the NRC Task<Leader for this statement (telephone: 301-443-6910) .  

1. This action is administrative.  

2. This Final Environmental Statement has been prepared in connection with NRC reevalua

tion of-*its present regulations governing. air transportation of radioactive'materials in order 

to provide sufficient analysis for determining the'effectiveness 'of 'the present rules and of 

possible alternatives to these rules. " This 'sta tement is not associated with any ipecific rule 

change'at'this time' but will 'be used as a partial basis for determining thei adequacy of'the" .  

present transportation regulations. If a'rule change results from consideration o'f this',state

ment, a separate or supplementary environmental statement will be issued with respect to that 

action.' 

When NRC was beginning work on this environmental statement,' consideration was given' 

to covering all aspects of the environmental impact resulting from the transport of radioactive 

mterial by air. At the Federal'level, both the NRC and the'Departaent of Transportation, 

particularly the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), are involved in regulating the safety 

of such transport. Therefore, NRC proposed to the FAA that the statement be6 cosponsored by 

both agencies and'that both the shipper-packa-ging aspects and the carriir-transport aspects be' 

covered. In a meeting in early 1975, the FAA declined to actively support the development of 

such a statement. As a result, the scope of thl 'statement was' liaite~d to the shipperýpackaging 

aspects. The statement deals with the'cariier-transport area 'only to'the extent neces"s'ary to'-' 

determine the influence of the conditions of transport on the shipper-packaging area, e.g., 
exposures of personnel from packages of radioactive' materiais"under normil and accident 

conditions.  " " - ation o transpor of.radi6ictivie 

lDevelopment of the statement began with o•ns..... ti.... f ot " r act.. .  

materials by air. Howenver in order toeamine th6eevitontln impact of alternativesTother 

"modes of transport'were examined, again primarily' from the standpoint'of the effect s'uch trans--" 

port would have on packaging as related to exposure of people under both normal and'accident 

conditio'ns._ During the development 'f the'statement, special interest arose in the alternative 

of transporting irradiated nuclear fuel by special trains" Se detail was added in the' sec

tion or special trains but the statement scope was not< sufficiently broad to deil-thoroughly 

with this subject. A separate statement on the use 'of special trains for transporting4 irradi": 

ated nuclear, fuel has been issued by the Interstate Commerce Commission (ICC) with NRC coopera

tion, Some of the same methodology used 'In this generic statement is used in the ICC study.
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As a result of the limitations on the scope of this generic statement, only limited 

study of the conditions of transport, carrier controls, and routing has bee.i u'.Jertaken. For 

example, no evaluation has been made of safety aspects of the vehicles or of items related to 

carrier controls other than those directly affecting the shipper-packaging area.  

Except. as noted, this statement does not specifically consider facets unique to the 

urban environment such as highr population densities, diurnal variation in population, con

vergence of transportation routes, shielding effects of buildings, or the effect of local 

meteorology on accident consequences. A separate study specific to such considerations is 

being conducted and will result in a separate environmental statement specific to such an urban 

environment.  

This statement was started in May 1975 and was completed prior Ito President Carter's 

April 7, 1977, message on nuclear power policy regarding deferral of comercial reprocessing and' 
recycling of plutonium. -Therefore, the 1985 projection of numbers and types of nuclear fuel-

cycle shipments and their environmental -impact that has been used in this study reflects the 

potential development of, plutonium recycle to the extent described in the NRC's generic environ

mental, statement on mixed oxide, fuel (GESMO). S•nce the analysis on non-fuel-cycle shipments 

remains valid, as does the analysis of all 1975 radioactive material shipments, this statement 

is issued with the caveat that it does not reflect changes in national energy policy origi

nating with the President's April 7, 1977, message. - , 

Although this statement. has not been modified to reflect the President's policy 

message, it, is the NRC staff'sjudgment, based on related analyses, that the results presented 

as realistic in this statement would continue to be realistic and the conclusions 'reached would 
be essentially the same if changes were made in accordance with the President's message.  

J- " nal 

3. The environmental impact of radioactive material shalnts modes of transport 

under the regulations in effect as of June 30, 1975, is sumarized al follows: 

a. Radiation exposure of transport workers and of members of the general public 

along the transportation route occurs from the normal permissible radiation emitted from pack--' 
ages in transport. More than half of the 9800 person-rem exposure resulting from 1975 shipments 

was received by transport workers associated with the shipments. The remaining 4200 person-reis 

was divided among, approximately ten percent of the U.S. population. None of -these exposures 

would produce short-term fatalities. On a statistical basis, expected values for health effects 

that may result from this exposure are 1.7 genetic effects per year and 1.2 latent cancer 

fatalities distributpd'over the 30 yeas. falllowing each year of transporting radioactive material 

in the United States at 1975 levels (Chapter 4, Section 4.9). More than half of this effect, 

results from the shipment of medical-use radioactive'umaerials where the corresponding benifit' 

is generally accepted (Chaper 1, Table 1-2). , 

b., Transportation accidents involving packages of radioactive material present io* 

tential for radiological exposure to transport workers aind: to members of the general public.  

The expected values of the annual radiological imtat from such potential exposure are very 

small, estimated to be about one latent cancer fatality and one genetic effect for two hundred

iv
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years of shipping at 1975 rates (Chapter 5, Section 5.9). More than two-thirds of that impact 

is attributable to nuclear fuel cycle and other industrial shipments (Chapter 1, Table 1-2).  

c. Radiological impacts from export and import shipments were evaluated separately 

and were determined to be negligible compared to impacts from domestic shipments (Chapter 5, 

Section 5.7).' 

d. The principal nonradiological impacts from the use of resources for packaging 

materials'and from the use of, and accidents involving, a relatively small numberof dedicated 

transport vehicles were found to be two injuries per year and less than one accidental death 

per four years (Chapter 5, Section 5.8).  

e. Examination of the consequences of a major accident and assumed subsequent 

release of radioactive material indicates that the potential consequences are not severe for 

most shipments of radioactive material (Chapter 5, Section 5.6). The consequences are limited 

by one or more parameters: short half-life, nondispersible form, low radiotoxicity. However, 

in the unlikely event of a major release of plutonium or polonium in a densely populated area, 

a few individuals could suffer severe radiological consequences. One early fatality would be 

expected,; and as many as 60 persons would be exposed to radiation dose levels sufficient to 

produce cardiopulmonary -insufficiency and fatalities in some cases. The-latent cancer fatal

ities associated statistically with such a major release are estimated to be as many as 150 

over a 30-year. period (Chapter 5, Section-5.6).; Costs for land reclamation ,associated with 

such an unlikely accident could range from 250 million to 800 million dollars ,for.1975 ship

ments and up to 1.2 billion dollars for 1985 shipments. The probability of such an event is 

estimated to be no greater than 3 x 10"9 per year for 1975 shipping rates (Chapter 5, Section 

5.6).; It should be noted that, to obtain the oabove result, all 'of the following conditions 

would have to occur: .' .  

"(1) A low-probability, extra severe accident would have to involve a vehicle 

carrying a bulk shipment of plutonium or polonium in an extreme-population-density urban area.  

There are presently about 20 large-quantity shipments of polonium per year and one of plutonium' 

(Chapter 5,Section 5.2.2); -) .  

.-(2), One or more of. the packages of plutonium or polonium that are designed to 

withstand severe accident conditions would have to be subjected to the highest of the forces 

developed in the accident so as to cause gross failure of the package and subsequent release of 

a significant fraction of the radioactive contents from thea package (Chapte 5, Section 5.2.3); 

.,(3)_ The accident would have to create conditions in -which 'plutonium or polonium 

released from the package would escape from the vehicle in which it was being transported, and relase frm te pckge oul esapefrw ... .. •" "•:":iabl • fo (Appndi A, 

a significant amount of material would have to become airborne in respirble form (Appendix A, 

Section A.4); 

J 4) The meteorological conditions at the time would have to be such that the 

plutonium or polonium remains airborne and is dispersed in a way that significant numersi of' 

people would breathe the air containing the material in high concentrations (Chapter 5, Section 

5.3); 4nd 
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welded joint and-expose a piece of photographic film. Voids show up as dark spots on the devel

oped negative.  

Only a few companies manufacture these sources (obtaining the raw materials from production 

reactors), but there are numerous radiographers who use them. Unlike the radiopharmaceutical 

industry, the radiography industry requires individual shipments of sizeable quantities of radio

isotopes in both directions between manufacturer and user. A fresh source, typically 100 curies, 

is sent to a radiographer for use in his camera. When it has decayed, to about 30 curies, the 

source is returned to the manufacturer in exchange for a replacement. The new source is returned 

in the same shielded container in which it is shipped and stored.  

Radiography'cameras are also used for field work (e.g. -at pipeline installations), which 

results in the need for transport from field offices to remote sites. The units are fairly port

able and are-usually transported by small truck or van. However, the majority of radiography is 

done at fabrication' plants'and requires no transport except to and from the supplier.  

1.4.4- LARGE CURIE SOURCES 

Teletherapy sources containing large quantities of Co-60 (up to 10,000 curies) are fabricated 

and shipped to cancer treatment centers both in the United States and abroad. Overseas exports 

are transported by ship, while domestic shipments go by truck or rail. Irradiator sources, usu

ally Co-60 or Cs-137, are -used for research or in large-scale food sterilization operations and 

contain hundreds of thousands of curies. These sources are returned to the manufacturer after 

decaying to abouzt3Opercent-of-their initial activity.T They are shipped in large casks which, 

because of their weight, are transported by surface modes., .r 

1.4.5 RADIOACTIVE GAUGING SOURCES' ' . -.  

A number of different gauging techniques use radioactive materials fabricatedin sealed

source form. Material thickness is measured by detecting the variation in beta or gamma radiation 

that is'transmitied through the material." Examples are thickness measurements of paper,-rubber, 

plastic sheet, metal foil , and pipe wallU The material level of solids or liquids is measured by 

detecting a change'in transmittedirdiatio'n through tanksT bins, boxes; bottles, cans, or other 

containers. Fluid densities and bulk densities of solids'are measured by detecting-transmitted 

radiation. Coating thicknesses of adhesives, paints, or anticorrosives are measured by detecting 

transmitted or backscattered radiation. Moisture content is measured by detecting the degree of 

neutron thermalization. )' 

A number of different isotopes, usually in'sealed source form and including Ra-226; Cs-137, 

Co-60, Kr-85, S-90, Am-241, Pm-147, and Th-204, are-u sed in the-individual sources, which contain 

from a few mIl'icuries up to several curies of activity.': The'radioactlve materials used by the 

source manufacture'rs are lobtainedfro'm suppliers of byproduct material-, Bulk'shipments'(up to 

several hundred curies per shipment) are generally transported in* shielded packages by motor 

freight. IThe gauging equipment may be shipped with' the sourie-intact, or the- source may be 

shipped separately and installed at the site.
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